ATTENTION SEEKING:
(Examples: Jumping up, pawing, whining, face licking, barking, hand nibbling and nudging).
There are three type of attention seeking dogs.
1.	The ones where the owner pampers them consistently tend to start warding off attention by growling or hiding just to get some space. Dominant dogs tend to be independent and frequently growl to ward off unwelcome advances (see leadership information).
2.	There is also the needy dependent dog that craves attention.  These dogs resort to all kinds of strategies to get the attention they desire and may become overbearing.
3.	Dominant or bossy dogs, jumping up on you to demand attention - Never ignore this behavior - you will only be condoning it. You must correct your dog and put them in place by showing strong leadership body language and making your dog submit (down position).
Practically any behavior can be reinforced as an attention-getting behavior. Attention is one of the key rewards we provide to dogs, whether we know when we are doing it or not. Appropriately directed and rationed, such attention can reinforce the behaviors we desire. If a regular supply of well-timed rewards and attention is lacking, dogs can learn to pester for attention and can be very insistent. (Examples: Jumping up on visitors, pawing, whining, face licking, barking, hand nibbling and nudging) Remember any attention, positive or negative (pushing dog off, saying no, repositioning etc) is ATTENTION. Some dogs don't mind either way!
In reversing Attention Seeking Behavior - if your dog may seem to be barking, whining, pawing or jumping up more.  This means your approach is working. Your dog may be thinking "this has worked in the past - maybe I need to try harder!". Be consistent, dogs will usually not repeat behaviors which are not rewarding.
*	MOST IMPORTANT RULE: Do not every obey your dog! If your dog is pestering or demanding attention of any sort - do not obey your dog. This is only making you a "follower".
BARKING: & WHINING:
Take a look at what your dogs barking "triggers" are. Is he alerting you to someone approaching the house? Is he bored to death? Does he just love the sound of his own voice? Or is he saying "pay attention to me now"?
For alerting barkers - it helps to simply acknowledge his "alerting" and cue him to leave the room or lay on his bed. For bored barkers - simply supply your dog with something to occupy his time.  Listen to him, he's trying to tell you something. Dog's are pack animals and if he's outside bored and barking, bring him inside.
*	First be sure he is not barking while you supply him with attention - or barking will = attention.
For attention seeking barkers - first make sure your dog is not being bossy about his barking. Take a step back and check to be sure your dog's not demanding attention. If he is you must address the problem immediately and let him know the pack order.
Dogs Bark for attention and usually receive it in a Negative way (Owner yells - Stop!, No!) Remember dogs don't mind if it's positive or negative attention. The best way to stop Barking for Attention is to remove yourself from the area and ignore it. Don't forget to reward your dog any time he isn't barking. Make him work for his attention. (Sit, etc).
NUDGING, PAWING, NIBBLING AND FACE LICKING
Take a look at these behavior in context. Step back and be sure your dog is not being overly bossy. If so, be sure to address the behavior immediately. Use your body language to put your dog into place and let them know their actions are unwanted and unacceptable. By ignoring "bossy" attention seeking, you are allowing your dog to "boss".
The above behaviors are all ways of gaining either negative or positive attention. Remember if your dog is attention deprived and is desperately seeking "any" type of attention, they won't mind yelling, pushing , eye contact or touching of any kind.
Consistency is essential. In order for your dog to realize that their previous attention seeking behavior now equals nothing, you must be sure that everyone your dog comes into contact with is "with the program". Management is an essential tool in changing and learning behaviors. Until your dog has fully "learned" that these unacceptable behaviors no longer are effective, you must continue to manage him.
Solution: If your dog performs any of the above attention seeking behaviors - ignore him completely. If he is persistent, you may actually need to remove yourself from the area. Do not remove your dog - he will be getting attention... Your dog will be learning that Pawing = you go away. He gets nothing out of it.
JUMPING UP:
Jumping up on people gets your dog attention. Your dog is attempting to be at your level - face to face introductions. Some overly bossy dogs will continually jump on you to show their "bossiness". If you own such a dog, you must first address their bossy behavior. You must not allow a bossy type dog to jump on you to dominate you. Take charge of the situation with eye contact and leadership. Put your dog in place and be sure he understand the rules and boundaries. If you are unsure if you have a "bossy jumper" or an "attention seeker" , be sure to ask a professional trainer.
While modifying Jumping Behavior, we will be using "incompatible behavior". Which means we will be asking for a "sit" for all attention. Jumping and Sitting are incompatible. Your dog simply cannot jump if he finds sitting to be extremely rewarding enable to receive attention. Would you enjoy your dog running up to anyone and everyone, sliding into a sit for attention?
Remember: Attention is Attention for a dog. Whether it is negative or positive. Some negative examples which some of you may have tried in the past are: pushing off, yelling, saying NO, kneeing, running away, and many many more. Most of these have not worked because your dog is still getting that attention they crave. Yelling NO!! = verbal attention. Kneeing your dog in the chest = physical attention. Running away = Chasing Game.
Management: You must be consistent. You must manage your dogs where about in order to change this problem behavior. The more your dog is able to jump, the longer the process. If you are expecting company, inform your company of the "program". Supply them with treats and have your dog on leash until they are very reliably Sitting for attention.
Solution: Make a list of what types of situation or events trigger jumping up on people. Is it most likely when new people come over, whenever your dog meets anyone... Be sure to have those situations and events managed. You must first have a Positive Marker Word. This word will mark the instant your dog has chosen a correct response. This word could be "yes", "right", "yeah" etc.  Continue to remind your dog what "yes" means over the next day or so. Simply (while your dog is behaving in any way) say "yes" and treat. Repeat in various places throughout your home. Test your dog out to see if "yes" is understood. While he is across the room say "yes" happily (no name) and you should get a head turn. Your dog then knows yes = treats.
Goal: Your goal is to have your dog sit for attention. Until your dog opts to sit instead of jumping - on their own free will, without being cued to - you must be quick to respond. The moment you sense your dog is about to Jump - Turn around. Avoid eye contact, verbal attention and physical contact completely. Wait a few seconds, then turn around to see if your dog has sat instead. If your lucky, he has - "yes" and treat generously while giving much needed attention. If your dog tries to jump again, turn quickly. If your dog continues to try to jump, persistently - leave the room. This teaches that jumping makes you (attention giver) leave. This is torture for an attention seeking dog. Come back a few moments later to see if he has gotten the point.
In order to succeed - your dog must realize that jumping no longer gets anything and sitting gets rewards, attention and praise. Remember, your dog will repeat what is rewarding. Your dogs jumping behavior may get worse. This is a good thing. It means he is now thinking "this has worked in the past, I'll try harder..". Your dog will soon realize that jumping = nothing. Be persistent, undoing bad behaviors takes longer than teaching new ones. Consistency is essential.


